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Appendix A: Financing transportation in Oregon: A menu
of options
Built upon the transportation investment principles, the Vision Panel identified a “menu of options” to finance
Oregon’s transportation system. This menu incorporates near-term, mid-term, and long-term options for
consideration by policymakers.
Near-term options




















Increase state gas taxes
Temporary gas taxes
Increase diver and vehicle fees
Electric vehicle registration fees
First-time title fees on new vehicles
A new vehicle excise tax
State gas tax indexing
Local gas tax and registration fees
Studded tire tax
Modify State Highway Fund distribution
Bonding
Lottery revenue
Statewide property tax
Employer/employee payroll tax
General fund dedication
Cigarette, alcohol, & cannabis tax
Bicycle excise taxes
Increase state and federal bicycle & pedestrian dedication
Establish a ‘next generation’ revenue task force

Mid-term options





Roadway tolling
Public private partnerships
Carbon taxes
Per-mile road user charges

Long-term options



Act on recommendations of a ‘next generation’ revenue task force
Establish a transportation utility commission
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Near-term options for consideration
In the near-term, Oregon can stem the immediate transportation funding crisis by passing a transportation
funding package. A number of funding options are available, including increasing the traditional suite of user
taxes and fees, as well as creating new fees where appropriate to ensure equitable contributions by
transportation system users. Local governments can also be given greater ability to raise money for their
transportation needs. Providing additional funding for non-highway modes is also critical.
New state investment in transportation funding can have the added benefit of reducing administrative and
regulatory costs for local transportation jurisdictions. Through the use of ‘fund exchange’, federal funds can be
exchanged with state funds to reduce administrative and regulatory costs to local jurisdictions that deliver
transportation projects. This exchange would be easy to implement but requires increased state funds to exchange
with federal funding.

Increase existing taxes and fees
In the short term, the most productive option for raising money for the road system is to increase the fuel tax
and other established driver and motor vehicle fees—particularly since gas prices are currently low and Oregon
has the lowest driver and motor vehicle fees of any state in the nation.1 Driver-related fees (such as driver
license issuance) should also be sufficient to cover the cost of providing the service through the DMV. Options
include:




Increase the state fuel tax (currently 30-cents per gallon)
Increase vehicle registration fees
Increase driver license fees

Take advantage of low gas prices to enact a temporary fuel tax for maintenance
With fuel prices expected to stay low for some time, an opportunity exists to channel some of the savings
consumers enjoy into infrastructure investment through a temporary fuel tax increase. This temporary gas tax
could supplement a general gas tax increase, and help address the current backlog of maintenance on local and
state roads. The Legislature could set a target price for fuel, and then direct a portion of the cost savings below
that level into the State Highway Fund. For example, if the target gas price were set at $2.50 per gallon and the
portion to be directed into infrastructure investment were set at 25%, a gas price of $2.00 would direct 12.5
cents per gallon into the highway fund. The Legislature could also set a cap on this temporary fuel tax increase.

Create new vehicle fees to ensure fairness
The Legislature should consider creating new vehicle-related fees to ensure fairness:



A supplemental registration fee on high efficiency vehicles that pay little or no gas tax would ensure
they pay their fair share for the use of the roads; this could serve as a precursor to shifting high
efficiency vehicles to a per-mile road usage charge once such a system is implemented.
A first-time title fee on the purchase of new vehicles could be levied either as a flat fee or a percentage
of vehicle purchase price. This would ensure that higher income individuals, who are more likely to buy
new vehicles, pay according to their ability.

1

"Car-Ownership Costs Ranked By State | Bankrate.com," Car-Ownership Costs Ranked By State | Bankrate.com.
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/auto/car-ownership-costs-by-state.aspx
see also: Rough Roads Ahead: The Cost of Poor Highway Conditions to Oregon’s Economy, 2014, Oregon Department of
Transportation. https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/COMM/Documents/RoughRoads2014.pdf
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A new vehicle excise tax could be levied as a percentage of a new vehicle purchase price.

Index taxes and other user fees to inflation
Most tax revenue— including income, property, and sales tax revenue—rises over time as prices, incomes, and
property values increase. The fuel tax and driver/motor vehicle fees that are the foundation of road funding in
Oregon remain flat, so over time their revenue streams are eroded by inflation. Indexing existing taxes and fees
to inflation would ensure we don’t continue losing ground. Options include:



Index state fuel tax rates to inflation.
Index driver and motor vehicle fee rates to inflation.

Local funding options
Even though they receive half of new State Highway Fund resources and a substantial share of Oregon’s federal
highway funding, local governments still fall significantly short of the resources they need to maintain and
improve their local transportation systems. The lack of a sales tax and property tax restrictions have forced
local governments to be creative in raising transportation funding—or go without resources needed to meet
basic needs. The Legislature should unshackle local governments, making it easier to raise the money needed
for local infrastructure across all modes. Local options are particularly needed in the Portland metro region
where maintenance, safety enhancements, and improved capacity is needed across the entire transportation
system. Options include:




Allow elected city councils and county commissions to enact gas tax increases rather than requiring
they be sent to voters.
Allow elected city councils and county commissions to enact registration fee increases rather than
requiring they be sent to voters in counties with populations under 350,000.
Structure an opportunity for a vote on an increase in user fees or other taxes across the entire Portland
metro region that would allow for comprehensive regional transportation investment. Provisions could
be included that ensure local governments are using transportation funding appropriately and efficiently.

Create a permanent ConnectOregon fund
The ConnectOregon program has proven to be a vital source of funding for aviation, marine, rail, transit, and
bicycle/pedestrian capital projects that can’t be funded through the State Highway Fund. This program should
grow in size and be made permanent in order to ensure sustainable and predictable funding for these modes.
With adequate funding, ConnectOregon, which currently only provides capital funding for projects, could also
include a component to help pay for operating transit and passenger rail. Options for funding the program
include:



Permanently dedicate a portion of lottery revenues to transportation.
Establish a statewide property tax with revenue dedicated to transportation.

Increase state support for transit operations
The State of Oregon provides relatively little support to transit operations. Many systems across the state
struggle to provide service, and many can’t even use all their federal funding due to lack of matching funds. The
state should provide additional dedicated funding for transit operations and also provide additional tools for
local districts to raise funds. Options include:




An additional employee payroll tax for transit districts currently levying an employer payroll tax.
Enhanced employer or employee payroll tax authority for smaller transit districts.
Establish a statewide employer or employee payroll tax.
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Establish a statewide property tax.
Establish a net income tax that would include other forms of income in addition to employee payroll.
Continue and enhance state general fund dedication to transit.

Increase support for passenger rail
Oregon faces the potential for cessation of the Amtrak Cascades service between Eugene and Portland because
the state has inadequate dedicated funding for passenger rail operations costs. Options for providing
sustainable funding to address this shortfall include:




Dedicate a small portion of a statewide payroll tax, statewide property tax or lottery revenues for
passenger rail operations.
Dedicate a portion of new local payroll taxes for transit (e.g., TriMet and LTD) toward passenger rail
operations.
Create a special district among the counties served by Cascades to fund passenger rail capital projects
and operating costs.

Fund bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure
The draft Oregon Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan lays out a need for $100 million in annual investment in active
transportation infrastructure, far more than available funding streams currently provide. Oregon has a number
of options to begin closing the gap:





Implement a bicycle excise tax. To ensure that bicyclists are contributing to the infrastructure they use,
the Legislature should consider creating a new tax on the sale of bicycles. Relative to bicycle
registration or licensing which would have high administrative costs relative to potential revenue, a
bicycle excise tax of 5-10% could raise substantial funding for bicycle infrastructure, and create
opportunities to leverage additional federal dollars that require a local match.
Increase the share of the State Highway Fund dedicated to active transportation. In conjunction with
a state transportation funding package, the Legislature should consider increasing the 1% set-aside of
State Highway Fund resources to 1.5% or 1.75%.
Dedicate additional federal funds. Legislative approval of additional state revenue would allow ODOT
to increase its investment of federal funds in active transportation, particularly in trails outside the road
right of way that can’t be funded from the State Highway Fund.

Cigarette, alcohol, and cannabis taxes
Currently, $0.02 per pack of cigarettes is dedicated by statute to special transportation for senior citizens and
people with disabilities. While this is a declining revenue source, the cigarette tax and amount dedicated to
transportation could be increased. Additionally, new taxes on alcohol and cannabis (which often lead to
impaired driving) could help fund non-roadway transportation such as public transit. A tax on these could not
only provide more stable operations revenue for existing public transit, but could potentially contribute to
reductions in impaired driving by helping to fund enhanced transit service.

A studded tire excise tax
Vehicles with metal tire studs cause about $4 million per year in damage to Oregon’s state highways and
additional damage to local roads.2 An excise tax or other fee on the sale or use of studded tires could help
recover some of the costs of this damage.

2

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/COMM/Documents/StuddedTireReport2014.pdf
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Near-term administrative actions for consideration:
Modify State Highway Fund distribution formulas to ensure equity among local governments
Current formulas for distributing State Highway Fund resources among cities and counties are based on
population and vehicle registrations, respectively. These formulas should be more aligned with need and
ownership of the road system to ensure that resources flow to where they are needed and to ensure greater
equity. Modifications to distribution could include provisions that ensure local governments are using road funding
efficiently.

Bond proceeds to address immediate needs
Taking out a mortgage allows a family to buy a house faster than if they had to save up enough cash to cover
the cost; similarly, bonding allows the state to “buy” transportation projects more quickly than if we had to save
up cash to build projects. The Oregon Legislature has successfully used bonding to leverage additional
transportation funding into immediate projects. While ODOT’s debt service has grown in recent years, it
remains at a reasonable and prudent level that has kept the department’s credit rating high and its cost of
borrowing low. Additional bonding will require new sources of revenue, and prudent financial management
would limit new debt service to one-third of any additional revenue. As a result, the Legislature should use
bonding primarily for projects for which the state would derive an immediate and significant benefit and leave
most of any new revenue to ensure long-term sustainable transportation funding.

Establish a “next generation” transportation revenue task force
Transportation technology and mobility needs will likely look very different in 30 years than they do today, and
revenue mechanisms will need to evolve with these changes. In order to develop and explore next generation
funding and rate-setting mechanisms (see below), the Legislature should create a standing body that identifies
and develops ‘next generation’ transportation funding mechanisms.
This task force should look for opportunities to develop additional or replacement fees that direct some of the
economic value created by the transportation system into its preservation and improvement. These could shift
the current system from its heavy reliance on taxing system users to generating additional revenue from those
who benefit from transportation investments. These could include land value capture, value-based freight fees,
and income tax gain share. Because current transportation user fees are largely regressive, an effort should be
made to ensure that those who derive significant wealth due to public investments in transportation pay a
larger share of costs than they currently do to ensure equity.

Mid-term and long-term options for consideration
In the mid term and long term, new revenue options to supplement traditional user fees should be explored to
stabilize state trust funds and provide funding for all modes of transportation. As Oregon looks to future
funding options, it should explore modifications to the state constitutional dedication that limits Oregon’s
ability to invest in non-highway transportation modes.

Tolling for large-scale projects
Oregon should explore tolling options as a strategic tool for large-scale bridge and congestion relief projects,
particularly in urban areas. Criteria for the appropriateness of tolling should consider the potential for traffic
diversion, local system impacts, administrative costs, and geographic fairness.
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Per-mile road usage charges
Oregon has led the nation in developing a per-mile road usage charge to ensure that fuel efficient vehicles—
particularly electric vehicles that pay no fuel tax— don’t cause transportation funding to crash. Now, after a
successful pilot with the OReGO program proving the concept can work, the Legislature should consider a road
usage charge to ensure sustainable funding. In the short term a road usage charge could focus on new, more
fuel efficient vehicles; in the long run it could spread to all vehicles and potentially be used for time of day
pricing of roads that could help address congestion.

A carbon tax
A carbon tax could help Oregon meet our greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals. Due to the state
constitution’s requirement that any revenue derived from taxes on the use of an automobile go toward roads, a
carbon tax applied to motor fuels would direct substantial resources to the State Highway Fund. Every dollar
levied on a ton of carbon would be approximately equivalent to a 1 cent per gallon gas tax increase. To reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, funding from this source could pay for road projects that have a positive or neutral
impact on emissions— such as bikes lanes and sidewalks, road and bridge maintenance and intelligent
transportation systems that smooth traffic flow and cut the amount of fuel wasted idling in congestion. The
Legislature could also direct carbon tax revenue from non-motor fuel sources to non-highway modes that could
help shift trips to less polluting modes or modify the constitutional restriction to allow for a portion of a carbon
tax on motor fuels to go to these modes. If combined with a road usage charge, a carbon tax could ensure that
people pay a fair amount both for their use of the roads and for the pollution they emit. 3

Act on recommendations of a “Next Generation” transportation revenue task force
In the long term, Oregon could act up on the recommendations of a ‘Next Generation’ transportation revenue
task force (see above)

Develop a transportation utility commission concept
Like energy and water, transportation is largely financed by charging those who use the infrastructure.
However, in the utility sector, rates are set by an impartial body based on levels determined to adequately
preserve and improve infrastructure needed to effectively deliver service. A transportation utility commission
empowered to determine the necessary levels of investment and required user fees could help address this
challenge. Because the Legislature cannot delegate its tax-setting authority, such a commission would be
charged with recommending investment levels and the resulting taxes and fees to the Legislature for potential
action.

3

For further details on the economic and emissions impacts of a carbon tax in Oregon, see: “Economic and Emissions
Impacts of a Clean Air Tar or Fee in Oregon,” State of Oregon Legislative Revenue Office, December 2014.
https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/lro/Documents/RR%204-14%20SB%20306%20Clean%20Air.pdf
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Appendix B: Transportation investment principles
While there are a number of financing options available to fund transportation, the panel identified a set of
principles that new investments should be built upon.
Address the immediate funding crisis: In the short term, Oregon must stem the immediate transportation
funding crisis. State, city and county roads across Oregon currently face a maintenance backlog that threatens
public safety and economic competitiveness. Additionally, deferred maintenance of the transportation system is
fiscally irresponsible and will result in increased maintenance costs in the future.
Uphold a user-pays principle: The current means through which Oregon funds its transportation system is based
considerably upon the ‘user-pays’ principle. As policymakers develop new sources of revenue in response to
greater fuel efficiency and increasing demand for multimodal infrastructure, they should work to uphold the
‘user-pays’ principle for transportation funding. The user-pays principle should reflect direct impacts on the
transportation system (e.g., roadway wear and tear), and also strive to include external costs (e.g.,
environmental impacts, health impacts, land use impacts, congestion, etc.)
Provide predictable and stable revenue: New transportation investments must provide predictable and stable
funding that enables local governments to maintain and improve the transportation system most efficiently.
Make multimodal investments: Investments in Oregon’s transportation system must include revenue for nonhighway transportation designed to move freight, including aviation, marine and freight rail. Investments must
also include revenue for non-highway transportation designed to move people, including bike, pedestrian,
transit, and passenger rail.
Make long-term investments in community and economy: In addition to addressing the long-term shortfall in
funding for transportation maintenance and repairs, new multimodal investments should be sufficiently robust
to enhance the transportation system in response to Oregon’s growing economy and population.
Address challenges of inflation: New transportation investments should begin to address core challenges in
how transportation is funded. This includes funding options that are responsive to inflation and the growing
costs of roadway construction, materials, and labor.
Incentivize efficient use of the system: Fees can influence behavior in ways that optimize use of the
transportation system (e.g., pricing parking in urban areas) or can work against state goals (e.g., discouraging
non-driving modes) if not applied carefully.
Limit administrative costs and ensure capacity to deliver: In addition to efforts to ensure transportation
agencies are using revenue efficiently, new revenue sources should be pursued that have low administrative
costs (including infrastructure, collection, and enforcement) relative to their revenue potential.
Be responsive to fuel efficiency and the need to reduce carbon emissions: New transportation investments
should begin to address core challenges in how transportation is funded while supporting the state’s carbon
reduction goals. This includes funding options that are resilient to increased fuel efficiency, and a growing
market share of electric vehicles.
Improve equity: The main sources for funding transportation infrastructure that exist today (gas taxes and other
user fees, lottery revenue, etc.) are particularly burdensome on low-income Oregonians. As new transportation
financing options are developed, impacts on low-income people must be addressed.
As policymakers consider options for funding transportation, it is especially critical that they select funding
mechanisms that are effective in achieving the desired result. Investments should aim to provide adequate,
sustainable, and long-term solutions, rather than temporary infusions of revenue.
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Appendix C: Investing in Transportation: Revenue Options Matrix
Adequacy of
revenue

Responsiveness
to inflation

Revenue
stability and
predictability

Appropriateness of
dedication
(user pays)

Administrative
cost
(relative to
revenue)

Equity by
income group

Very Good

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Poor

Good

Poor

Very Good

Fair

Very Good

Poor

Very Good

Poor

Poor

Good

Very Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Very Good

Fair

Good

Poor

Fair

Fair

Very Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Very Good

Good

Very Good

Fair

Good

Very Good

Poor

a. Local gas taxes

Fair

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Poor

b. Local registration fees

Fair

Poor

Very Good

Fair

Very Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Fair

Very Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

Good

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Very Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Good

b. Employee payroll taxes

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Fair

c. Property tax dedication

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Very Good

Poor

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Fair

Fair

Very Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Good

Poor

Fair

Fair

Fair

Very Good

Poor

Poor

Very Good

Poor

Very Good

Very Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Poor

Fair

Very Good

Very Good

Poor

Roadway funding options
a. Increase state gas taxes
1) Existing user fees b. Increase other user fees
(license, registration, title fees)

2)
3)

A temporary gas tax
a. Electric vehicle registration fees
New vehicle user
b. First-time title fees on new vehicles
fees
c. A new vehicle excise tax

4) State gas tax indexing
5)

Local funding
options

6) Studded tire tax
Non-roadway funding options
7) A permanent
a. Lottery revenue dedication
ConnectOregon
multimodal fund b. Statewide property tax
a. Employer payroll taxes
8) Transit and
passenger rail
funding

9) Bicycle and
a. Bicycle excise taxes
pedestrian
b. Increase state and federal dedication
funding
10) Cigarette, alcohol and cannabis taxes
Mid-term and long-term funding options
11) Roadway tolling
12) Per-mile road user charges
13) A carbon tax
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Definition of evaluation criteria
Adequacy of revenue

This criterion considers the adequacy of the revenue option as a major funding source for transportation.
While some revenue options may be limited in their capacity to fund non-roadway transportation modes, this criterion strictly
considers overall revenue potential relative to need.

Responsiveness to inflation

Is the funding option responsive to future inflation which will increase the costs of construction materials and labor?

Revenue stability and
predictability
Appropriateness of dedication
(‘user pays’ principle)

This criterion considers the long-term stability of the revenue option due to factors other than inflation. This includes
improvements in vehicle fuel economy and fuel consumption, as well as potential volatility in consumer behavior.
To what degree does the user of the system pay for their use? Is dedication of revenue to the transportation system an
appropriate use of this funding source?

Administrative cost

What is the cost of administration (including infrastructure, collection and enforcement) relative to the potential revenue?

Equity by income group

Does the revenue option disproportionately burden poorer individuals, particularly those who may be limited in their
capacity to seek alternative transportation options?
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Option 1a: Increase state gas taxes
The Oregon state gas tax is currently the primary source of revenue for the State Highway Fund. At 30-cents per gallon of gasoline,
the gas tax was last increased by 6 cents in 2011. The gas tax as a highway revenue source currently faces major challenges due to
inflation and increased fuel efficiency.
Adequacy of revenue:

Very Good

Each cent that the gas tax is increased would raise an estimated $28.3 million per
4
year in the near-term.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

A fixed gas tax increase provides a temporary increase in revenue. However, this
revenue begins to disappear as inflation increases the cost of labor and construction
materials

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

As vehicles become more fuel efficient and electric vehicles increase their market
share, state revenue from the gas tax will continue to decline. Revenue from the gas
tax may also be impacted by economic downturns and the global price of oil which
impacts rates of fuel consumption.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Good

The gas tax is considered a revenue source that roughly follows the ‘user pays’
principle. Gas tax revenue from vehicles that use public roads is constitutionally
dedicated to the State Highway Fund.
In the past, vehicle size and weight (impact or road) has roughly corresponded with
its fuel economy (gas tax paid per mile). However, with the rollout of electric and
other highly fuel efficient vehicles, this corresponding relationship is diminishing.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

Because the gas tax already exists as a revenue source, there would be negligible
costs in administering an increase in its rate.

Equity by income group:

Poor

The gas tax is a regressive tax. Additionally, the purchase of fuel efficient vehicles has
high upfront costs, meaning the poor are often most severely impacted by increased
fuel prices.

5

Other States: Oregon’s current per-gallon taxes and fees on gasoline and diesel is average compared to other US states. However,
this rate is less than other West Coast states, including California (42.3 cents per gallon) and Washington (which approved an increase
from 37.5 cents to 44.5 cents in 2015). Six other states approved increases to their per-gallon gas tax rates in 2015.

4

Based on the ODOT December 2015 State Transportation Revenue Forecast
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/EA/Pages/revenueforecasts.aspx
5
http://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas-overview/industry-economics/fuel-taxes/gasoline-tax
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Option 1b: Increase existing driver and vehicle fees:
Oregon’s vehicle registration fees for passenger vehicles ($43 per year) are among the lowest in the nation. Increasing registration
fees (as well as licensing and title fees) can provide revenue for transportation infrastructure. However, these fees are often lumpsum costs and do not reflect the actual road use tax. Furthermore, because they are generally flat-rate costs and don’t reflect miles
traveled, they are even more regressive than gas taxes.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

A $10 annual increase in registration fees for passenger vehicles would raise
6
roughly $57.9 million per year in revenue.

Responsiveness to
inflation:

Poor

Unless increased over time, registration, licensing, and title fees are not
responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Very Good

Registration fee revenue reflects the number of vehicles registered in the state.
Barring fundamental changes in vehicle ownership, it is a very predictable and
stable source of revenue.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Dedication of registration fees to the transportation system is an appropriate use
of revenue. However, these fees are not reflective of vehicle miles traveled and
the corresponding impact to the roadway system.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

The cost of administering registration, licensing and title fees is already
established. Additional revenue from fee increases come with a negligible
administrative cost.

Equity by income group:

Poor

Registration fees do not reflect the value of a vehicle within a particular class.
Furthermore, they do not reflect vehicle miles traveled. Lower income residents
therefore pay the same in registration regardless of the vehicle’s value or level of
use.

6

Based on the ODOT December 2015 State Transportation Revenue Forecast
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/EA/Pages/revenueforecasts.aspx
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Option 2: A temporary gas tax
The Oregon state gas tax is currently the primary source of revenue for the State Highway Fund. Historically low fuel prices may
present an opportunity to create a temporary “floor” on fuel prices and capture the difference between market prices and the
“floor” as temporary tax revenue.
Adequacy of revenue:

Very Good

While in effect, each cent that the temporary gas tax is increased would raise an
7
estimated $28.3 million per year.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

Like a fixed gas tax, a temporary gas tax only provides a temporary increase in
revenue. This revenue begins to disappear as inflation increases the cost of labor and
construction materials.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Poor

A temporary gas tax, with rates based on current low fuel prices, offers less stability
and predictability than a standard increase in the gas tax.
Furthermore, as vehicles become more fuel efficient and electric vehicles increase
their market share, state revenue from the gas tax will continue to decline.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Good

The gas tax is considered a revenue source that roughly follows the ‘user pays’
principle. Gas tax revenue from vehicles that use public roads is constitutionally
dedicated to the State Highway Fund.
In the past, vehicle size and weight (impact or road) has roughly corresponded with
its fuel economy (gas tax paid per mile). However, with the rollout of electric and
other highly fuel efficient vehicles, this corresponding relationship is diminishing.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

Because the gas tax already exists as a revenue source, there would be negligible
costs in administering a temporary increase in its rate.

Equity by income group:

Poor

The gas tax is a regressive tax. Additionally, the purchase of fuel efficient vehicles has
high upfront costs, meaning the poor are often most severely impacted by increased
fuel prices.

7

Based on the ODOT December 2015 State Transportation Revenue Forecast
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/EA/Pages/revenueforecasts.aspx
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Option 3a: New (additional) registration fees for electric vehicles:
Currently, both electric and gas-powered passenger vehicles pay the same amount in registration fees ($43 annually). In addition to
registration fees, the average gas-powered passenger vehicle pays $135 annually into the State Highway Fund through state gas
taxes. In contrast, electric vehicles contribute no additional revenue to the State Highway Fund. To ensure an equal contribution
into the Fund, registration fees for electric vehicles could be increased by $135 annually.
However, the $135 fee is based on average vehicle miles traveled, and does not reflect actual roadway use. Furthermore, this fee
can be considered a disincentive to the wider policy goal of promoting greater market share of electric vehicles.
Adequacy of revenue:

Poor

An increase of $135 in registration fee for electric vehicles would raise roughly
$600,000 per year. While this amount could rapidly increase with a broad
deployment of electric vehicles, overall revenue would not increase as registration
fees would be offset by the decline in gas tax revenue.

Responsiveness to
inflation:
Revenue stability and
predictability:

Poor

Unless increased over time, registration fees are not responsive to inflation.

Good

While the future market share of electric vehicles remains uncertain, a higher fee
for electric vehicles ensures predictability for the State Highway Fund that is
losing gas tax revenue from the rollout of electric vehicles.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Good

Dedication of registration fees to the transportation system is an appropriate use
of revenue. However, these fees are not reflective of vehicle miles traveled and
the corresponding impact to the roadway system.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

The cost of administering registration fees on vehicles is an already established
fixed cost. Furthermore, the Oregon DMV already identifies hybrid-electric and
electric powered passenger vehicles as a distinct vehicle class. The administrative
cost of increasing this fee would be negligible.

Equity by income group:

Fair

This type of road user charge would primarily impact individuals who can afford to
invest in high efficiency vehicles. However, this would have no impact on other
vehicle drivers who currently pay a regressive gas tax.
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Option 3b: First time title fees on new vehicles
A first time title fee would apply to new vehicle purchases in Oregon. Oregon does not currently impose a fee for first time
registrations of new vehicles. Instead, those who register their newly purchased vehicle pay the same $77 passenger registration fee
as those registering used or out-of-state vehicles.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

First time title fees for new vehicles can provide an adequate source of transportation
revenue. Each $1.00 increase in new title fees would raise an additional $358,645 in
transportation revenue each year.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

Unless increased over time, registration fees are not responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

Vehicle sales are relatively consistent from year to year; making title fees associated
with newly purchased vehicles a somewhat stable and predictable source of
transportation revenue.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Dedication of new title fees to the transportation system is an appropriate use of
revenue. However, these fees are not reflective of vehicle miles traveled and the
corresponding impact to the roadway system.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

The cost of administering title fees on vehicles is an already established fixed cost.
The administrative cost of creating this fee as applied to new vehicles would be
negligible.

Equity by income group:

Good

A new title fee is less regressive than many other revenue options outlined. These
fees would primarily impact Oregonians who can afford new vehicles.
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Option 3c: Excise taxes on new vehicle sales
Over twelve states levy excise taxes on vehicles, with revenue dedicated to transportation. Oregon could levy an excise tax on the
sale of new vehicles, and this revenue would be constitutionally dedicated to the State Highway Fund. Similarly, a title fee based
on a vehicle’s value could be levied on new vehicles registered in Oregon.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

Vehicle excise taxes can be adequate sources of transportation revenue. A 1% excise
tax on all new vehicles sold in Oregon could raise $78.0 million per year in
8
transportation revenue. While an excise tax could be significant additional source of
revenue, it would likely not be sufficient to replace existing sources of revenue such
as the gas tax.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Good

The cost of new vehicles can be expected to roughly match increases in overall
economic inflation over time. A new vehicle excise tax would therefore likely be
responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

Stability of vehicle excise taxes may be impacted by trends toward the purchase of
smaller, more fuel efficient vehicles that cost less than large cars and SUVs, and by
changes in consumer behavior due to vehicle technology innovations.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Under current Oregon law, all revenue collected from a vehicle excise tax would be
constitutionally dedicated to the State Highway Fund. However, as with registration
fees, there is no direct relation between the amount of revenue collected per vehicle
and the per-mile impact of that vehicle on public roadways.

Administrative cost:

Good

The administrative cost of collecting excise taxes would be relatively low.

Equity by income group:

Very Good

An excise tax on new vehicles is significantly less regressive than the other revenue
options outlined. They would primarily impact Oregonians who can afford new
vehicles with rates that reflect the value of the vehicle sold.

8

Source: December 2015 State Transportation Revenue Forecast. Estimates are FY16-FY21 average values and include the constitutionally required
proportional heavy vehicle increase.
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Option 4: State gas tax indexing
Because the purchasing power of gas taxes decreases with inflation and higher construction and materials costs over time, the state
gas tax can be ‘indexed’ in variety of ways. The gas tax rate can be indexed to match the Consumer Price Index (CPI) or the Producer
Price Index for highway and street construction.
While indexing as a stand-alone measure does little to increase transportation revenue in the near-term, it can be very effective
long-term. If the Oregon state gas tax had been indexed in 1993 (at 24-cents per gallon), the gas tax today would be 39-cents per
gallon.
For purposes of this overview, indexing the gas tax rate is reviewed as a stand-alone measure.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

As a stand-alone measure, indexing the gas tax (based on the current 30-cent per
gallon rate) does not increase revenue, but rather reduces future diminishment of
the gas tax as a revenue source. Over time, this would provide greater revenue than
a single fixed-rate increase.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Very Good

Whereas a fixed gas tax increase provides a temporary increase in revenue, indexing
the gas tax rate helps to ensure that the purchasing power of gas tax revenue
matches inflation and/or increased labor and construction costs.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

While indexing ensures that available revenue will match inflation, it has no impact
on diminishing gas tax revenue due to increased fuel efficiency. Revenue from the
gas tax may also be impacted by economic downturns and the global price of oil
which impacts rates of fuel consumption.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Good

The gas tax is considered a revenue source that roughly follows the ‘user pays’
principle. Gas tax revenue from vehicles that use public roads is constitutionally
dedicated to the State Highway Fund.
In the past, vehicle size and weight (impact or road) has roughly corresponded with
its fuel economy (gas tax paid per mile). However, with the rollout of electric and
other highly fuel efficient vehicles, this corresponding relationship is diminishing.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

Because the gas tax already exists as a revenue source, additional administrative
costs of indexing would be limited to the periodic need to recalculate rates based on
a determined price index.

Equity by income group:

Poor

The gas tax is a regressive tax. Additionally, the purchase of fuel efficient vehicles
has high upfront costs, meaning the poor are often most severely impacted by
increased fuel prices.

Other states: Florida, Maryland, and New Hampshire each adjust their gas tax for inflation based on the Consumer Price Index.
Additionally some states have tied gas tax rates to the wholesale price of gas, leading to extreme fluctuations in transportation revenue
9
as the price of gas has risen and fallen.

9

http://taxfoundation.org/blog/state-inflation-indexing-gasoline-taxes
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Option 5a: Local gas taxes
The Oregon state gas tax is currently the primary source of revenue for the State Highway Fund. Greater flexibility for local
governments to increase local fuel taxes would raise additional funds. However, local gas taxes are less effective as a revenue
source because they do not trigger an automatic increase in the weight-mile tax for trucks.
These funds would also carry the same constitutional mandate as statewide fuel tax revenue, which is dedicated to highway
funding purposes. They also face the same major challenges due to inflation and increased fuel efficiency.
Adequacy of revenue:

Fair

Statewide fuel taxes are collected at first sale and administered by ODOT. Local fuel
taxes are collected at the local level. This means the adequacy of collected tax
revenue will vary by county or city depending on the number of refueling stations.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

A fixed gas tax increase provides a temporary increase in revenue. However, this
revenue begins to disappear as inflation increases the cost of labor and construction
materials.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

From the onset, the predictability of this revenue source is questionable given the
current difficultly in quantifying and forecasting local fuel taxes. This revenue source
may become more predictable over time. As vehicles become more fuel efficient and
electric vehicles increase their market share, state revenue from the gas tax will
continue to decline. Revenue from the gas tax may also be impacted by economic
downturns and the global price of oil which impacts rates of fuel consumption.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Good

The gas tax is considered a revenue source that roughly follows the ‘user pays’
principle. Gas tax revenue from vehicles that use public roads is constitutionally
dedicated to the State Highway Fund.
In the past, vehicle size and weight (impact or road) has roughly corresponded with
its fuel economy (gas tax paid per mile). However, with the rollout of electric and
other highly fuel efficient vehicles, this corresponding relationship is diminishing.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

Because the statewide gas tax already exists as a revenue source, there would be
negligible costs in administering an increase in its rate.

Equity by income group:

Poor

The gas tax is a regressive tax. Additionally, the purchase of fuel efficient vehicles has
high upfront costs, meaning the poor are often most severely impacted by increased
fuel prices.
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Option 5b: Local registration fees
Oregon’s vehicle registration fees for passenger vehicles ($43 per year) are among the lowest in the nation. Allowing local
governments to increase registration fees (as well as licensing and title fees) can provide additional revenue for transportation
infrastructure. However, these fees are often lump-sum costs and do not reflect the actual road use tax. Furthermore, because they
are generally flat-rate costs and don’t reflect miles traveled, they are even more regressive than gas taxes.
Adequacy of revenue:

Fair

The overall adequacy of local registration fee increases depends upon the
participation by local governments in enacting a fee increase, and upon the volume
of transactions within their jurisdiction. With Oregon’s relatively low registration fees
compared to other states, there is room for meaningful increases at both the state
and local levels.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

Unless increased over time, registration, licensing, and title fees are not responsive
to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Very Good

Registration fee revenue reflects the number of vehicles registered in the state. This
same information is available at the local level. Barring fundamental changes in
vehicle ownership, it is a very predictable and stable source of revenue.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Dedication of registration fees to the transportation system is an appropriate use of
revenue. However, these fees are not reflective of vehicle miles traveled and the
corresponding impact to the roadway system.

Administrative cost:

Very Good

The cost of administering registration, licensing and title fees is already established.
Additional revenue from local fee increases come with a negligible administrative
cost.

Equity by income group:

Poor

Registration fees do not reflect the value of a vehicle within a particular class.
Furthermore, they do not reflect vehicle miles traveled. Lower income residents
therefore pay the same in registration regardless of the vehicle’s value or level of use.
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Option 6: A studded tire tax
Vehicles with metal tire studs cause about $4 million per year in damage to Oregon’s state highways and additional damage to local
10
roads. An excise tax or other fee on the sale or use of studded tires could help recover some of the costs of this damage.
Adequacy of revenue:

Poor

While a tax on studded tires could address some of the costs of damage caused by
studded tires, it would provide little revenue relative to overall transportation needs.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

A studded tire tax would not be responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Poor

Use of studded tires has declined from 16% of registered vehicles to 4% of vehicles in
the past 10 years. Given this trend, future stability as a revenue sources is very poor.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)
Administrative cost:

Good

A tax on studded tires that is dedicated to the damage that they cause would be an
appropriate use of this potential revenue source.

Good

A tax on studded tires levied at the point of sale could be implemented without
significant collection costs.

Equity by income group:

Fair

This tax would be limited to people who purchase studded tires and tire replacement
frequency would roughly reflect the number of miles driven.

10

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/COMM/Documents/StuddedTireReport2014.pdf
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Option 7a: A permanent ConnectOregon fund (lottery revenue)
In 2005, the Oregon Legislature created what is now known as ConnectOregon - a program focused on improving and
expanding the state’s multimodal transportation network. The legislature authorized issuance of $100 million in lotterybacked revenue bonds to fund the program in each of the 2005-07, 2007-09, and 2009-11 biennia. Additionally, funding
of $40 million, $42 million and $45 million was authorized in 2011, 2013 and 2015 respectively.
Adequacy of revenue:

Very Good

Lottery revenue can provide significant funding for non-highway transportation
infrastructure. Additionally, the bonding process allows the state to “front load”
funding for transportation projects, resulting in an effective and adequate source of
non-roadway funding.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

Total revenue brought in through the state lottery does not directly tie to inflation.
Unless lottery fund dedications to ConnectOregon are structured to increase each
year, its effectiveness as a revenue source will decrease over time due to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

So long as ODOT maintains a prudent investment portfolio, lottery-backed bonding
is a somewhat stable funding mechanism. However, the total revenue brought in by
the state through the lottery is primarily driven by consumer behavior.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Poor

While multimodal projects funded through the ConnectOregon fund are selected
based on statewide economic benefit, lottery funds for transportation projects do
not follow the user-pays principle.

Administrative cost:

Good

The administrative costs of the Oregon State Lottery are already accounted for. A
continuation or increase to the ConnectOregon program would have little additional
administrative cost.

Equity by income group:

Poor

State lotteries are widely considered to be highly regressive sources of revenue.
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Option 7b: A permanent ConnectOregon fund (a state property tax)
Oregon does not currently have a statewide property tax, and existing property taxes are levied at the local level. If a statewide
property tax were to be established, the ConnectOregon program could authorize direct revenue-backed bonds from a statewide
property tax. This funding mechanism could replace or supplement the existing lottery-backed bonding method used to fund
ConnectOregon today.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

A statewide property tax could be a significant source of revenue for non-highway
transportation.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Good

Property taxes reflect the assessed value of real property and are therefore
somewhat responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:
Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Good

Property taxes are generally a stable and predictable source of revenue.

Fair

While multi-modal projects funded through the ConnectOregon fund are selected
based on statewide economic benefit, property taxes for transportation projects only
loosely follows a user-pays principle.

Administrative cost:

Fair

Property taxes in Oregon are currently levied at the local level. Some additional
administrative costs would be associated with a new statewide property tax.

Equity by income group:

Very Good

Property taxes are significantly less regressive than the other transportation revenue
options outlined.
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Option 8a: Employer payroll tax (for transit and passenger rail)
TriMet, Lane Transit District, and the cities of Wilsonville, Canby, and Sandy currently levy a local employer payroll tax to cover
transit operations costs. The employer payroll tax rate currently ranges from 0.5% to 0.7337%, with a maximum of 0.8% set by
statute. The cap on employer payroll taxes could be increased, local tax authority could be expanded, or the tax could be
implemented statewide.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

Employer payroll taxes are a major source of operations revenue for TriMet, LTD,
Wilsonville, Canby, and Sandy.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Good

Assuming that wages increase at a rate similar to inflation, payroll taxes are generally
responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

Payroll taxes revenue can be volatile due to fluctuations in the economy and labor
market. For example, the recent economic recession led to a dramatic reduction in
payroll tax revenue for TriMet, forcing the agency to make some reductions in service
even as demand increased.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Employer payroll taxes dedicated to transit does not directly follow the ‘user pays’
principle. However, transit that serves workforce needs can provide major benefits
for employers including reduced cost of providing employee parking.

Administrative cost:

Good

Employer payroll taxes are relatively easy to implement and don’t have major
administrative costs.

Equity by income group:

Good

Employer payroll taxes are levied on the employer as a percentage of wages paid to
employees.
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Option 8b: Employee payroll tax (for transit and passenger rail)
Draft legislation in 2015 and 2016 proposed establishing employee payroll tax authority for jurisdictions that currently levy an
employer payroll tax. The proposed tax would have been paid by employees on wages at a rate of 0.185%. Local authority to levy an
employee payroll tax could be established, or the tax could be implemented statewide.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

Similar to employer payroll taxes, employee payroll taxes could be significant sources
of transportation operations revenue. For example, a 0.185% employee payroll tax
levied in the Portland metro area would generate over $70 million in annual revenue
11
for TriMet.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Good

Assuming that wages increase at a rate similar to inflation, payroll taxes are generally
responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

Payroll taxes revenue can be volatile due to fluctuations in the economy and labor
market.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Employee payroll taxes dedicated to transit do not directly follow the ‘user pays’
principle. However, transit that serves workforce needs can provide major benefits
for employees.

Administrative cost:

Good

Employee payroll taxes would be relatively easy to implement without major
administrative costs.

Equity by income group:

Fair

Employee payroll taxes are levied as a percentage of wages. They are considered by
many to be more regressive than employer payroll taxes. However, they are
significantly less regressive than many other transportation revenue sources,
including transit fare boxes.

11

Memo: Proposed Tax to Benefit Public Transit, June 22, 2015, Legislative Revenue Office
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Option 8c: Property tax dedication (for transit and passenger rail)
Local property taxes serve as major sources of revenue for a number of smaller transit districts across the state. However, many
local jurisdictions are limited in their capacity to increase property taxes to meet transit funding needs due to statutory constraints.
In addition to local property taxes, a new statewide property tax could be established with revenue dedicated to transit.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

Local and state property taxes can be significant sources of revenue to address
transit needs.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Good

Property taxes reflect the assessed value of real property and are therefore
somewhat responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:
Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)
Administrative cost:

Good

Property taxes are generally a stable and predictable source of revenue.

Fair

While investments in transit have broad community and economic benefits, property
taxes for transit does not closely follow the user-pays principle.

Good

Property taxes in Oregon are currently levied at the local level, and the
administrative cost of collecting this tax is already accounted for. Some additional
administrative costs would be associated with a new statewide property tax

Equity by income group:

Very Good

Property taxes are significantly less regressive than the other transportation revenue
options outlined.
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Option 9a: A bicycle excise tax
A tax on bicycle purchases could be dedicated to bicycle improvements in existing roadways as well as non-roadway transportation.
While past efforts to create local bicycle licensing requirements have been shown to have prohibitively high administrative costs
relative to revenue, an excise tax on new bicycle and/or bicycle equipment would have limited administrative costs. A 1% excise tax
12
on new bicycle purchases in Oregon would generate an estimated $439,000 in revenue each year.
Adequacy of revenue:

Poor

Given the major infrastructure needs on the non-roadway system, bicycle excise
taxes are a relatively poor source of revenue.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Good

The cost of new bicycles can be expected to roughly match increases in overall
economic inflation over time. A new bicycle excise tax would therefore likely be
responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

The price of an average bicycle and overall sales volumes for new bicycles has
remained fairly steady from year to year. Unlike vehicles, bicycles are not subject to
fuel efficiency market trends, which may drive consumers to purchase smaller, less
expensive vehicles.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)
Administrative cost:

Good

Assuming dedication of revenue to bicycle infrastructure, a bicycle excise tax upholds
the ‘user pays’ principle.

Good

An excise tax could be implemented without significant collection costs. However,
there could be issues concerning what types of bicycles and bicycle equipment
should be exempt from taxation.
Compared to more onerous bicycle registration revenue concepts, a straightforward
excise tax would not be overly burdensome.

Equity by income group:

Good

An excise tax on new bicycles could be set up to be a non-regressive tax. At a
reasonable tax rate, bicycle excise taxes would primarily impact Oregonians who can
afford new and expensive bicycles without significantly impacting the price of used
or less expensive bicycles. To further address equity concerns, this tax could be
structured to apply only to new bicycles over a certain value.

12

Estimate based on national bicycle sales data from the National Bicycle Dealers Association for 2014, extrapolated to Oregon based on
population.
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Option 9b: Increase state and federal dedication for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
Under Oregon state law, at least 1% of revenue from the State Highway Fund must be dedicated to bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure, and often actual dedication exceeds this minimum. The legislature could increase this minimum set-aside, though
this would not increase overall funding for transportation. Increasing the percent of state funds dedicated to bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure could allow ODOT to increase its investment of federal funds in active transportation, particularly in trails outside the
road right of way that can’t be funded from the State Highway Fund.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

Increasing the minimum 1% state set-aside could provide significant revenue for
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. For example, a 1% increase could provide more
than $5 million in active transportation funding, and this revenue could leverage
13
significant additional federal dollars. However, increasing the minimum state setaside for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure would not increase overall state
funding for transportation.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Poor

Revenue from the State Highway Fund comes primarily from gas taxes and user fees,
which are not responsive to inflation. Increasing the percent set-aside for bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure does not address this long-term challenge.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

A majority of State Highway Fund revenue comes from the gas tax. As vehicles
become more fuel efficient and electric vehicles increase their market share, state
revenue from the gas tax will continue to decline. Additionally, the federal
government has not addressed future insolvency of the federal Highway Trust Fund.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)
Administrative cost:

Fair

State and federal transportation funding comes from a variety of sources including
gas taxes, user fees, and general funds.

Very Good

Changing the amount of revenue dedicated to bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
has no additional administrative cost.

Equity by income group:

Fair

State and federal transportation funding comes from a variety of regressive and nonregressive sources, including gas taxes, user fees, and general funds.

13

Source: Calculated from December 2015 State Transportation Revenue Forecast.
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Option 10: Cigarette, alcohol, and cannabis taxes
Currently, $0.02 per pack of cigarettes is dedicated by statute to special transportation for senior citizens and people with
disabilities. While this is a declining revenue source, the cigarette tax and amount dedicated to transportation could be increased.
Additionally, new taxes on alcohol and cannabis (which often lead to impaired driving) could help fund non-roadway transportation
such as public transit.
Adequacy of revenue:

Fair

The $0.02 per cigarette pack that is dedicated to the Special Transportation Fund
14
provides approximately $8.5 million per year.

Responsiveness to inflation:

Fair

If taxes are levied by percent of sales rather than by volume, they could be somewhat
responsive to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:
Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Fair

Stability of these revenue sources is uncertain and is driven by consumer behavior.

Fair

Cigarette, alcohol, and cannabis taxes dedicated to transit do not closely reflect the
user-pays principle. However, revenue from these sources could be directed toward
transit service that is aimed at reducing impaired driving.

Administrative cost:

Good

These taxes can be levied at the point of sale without major administrative costs.

Equity by income group:

Poor

Taxes on cigarette, alcohol, and cannabis are generally regressive.

14

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/PT/resources/guidance-library/stf-guidebook.pdf
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Option 11: Road and bridge tolling
Currently, there are no public roads within the state of Oregon that levy a toll. However, two privately-owned bridges
crossing the Columbia River (Bridge of the Gods and Hood River Bridge) levy tolls. Other states have made greater use of
tolling as a revenue source for new transportation infrastructure, including bridge tolling, existing lane tolling, and new
lane tolling.
Adequacy of revenue:

Fair

Tolling of selected highways and bridges is proven to be a reliable
generator of revenue for specific transportation projects. However, unless
tolling is deployed broadly, it is an inadequate source of revenue for the
transportation system as a whole.

Responsiveness to
inflation:

Fair

Unless increased over time, traditional tolling is unresponsive to inflation.
However, toll rates can be increased by the Oregon Transportation
Commission without a legislative vote, making them easier to adjust for
inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

Tolling facilities are proven to be major generators of revenue. However,
economic downturns, changes in VMT, and changes in driver behavior
brought about by tolling, including evasion, rerouting, and shifting
development patterns can make tolling volatile as a revenue source.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Very Good

Toll revenue on public roads in Oregon would be constitutionally dedicated
to the transportation system. Tolling can easily capture user fees for a
particular asset or segment. However, evasion and rerouting can have the
unintended consequence of significantly impacting transportation assets
outside a tolled area. Several states allow tolls from one project to be used
to provide front-end financing for other toll roads or transit facilities.

Administrative cost:

Poor

Tolling comes with high administrative costs including the cost of
collection and enforcement. The widespread use of electronic toll
collection systems can significantly reduce operation and administrative
costs. However, current tolling technology still requires extensive roadway
infrastructure.

Equity by income group:

Poor

Tolls are highly regressive, and tolls that are levied on particular assets
rather than system-wide create unequal burdens on roadway users to
contribute to the transportation system at large.

Other states:
A total of 42 states have some form of statewide or regional tolling facilities, with 20 states having privately operated toll
facilities. In recent years, several states have developed high-occupancy-toll (HOT) lanes, wherein single-occupancy vehicles
15
can pay for travel in underutilized high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.

15

http://www.ncsl.org/research/transportation/toll-facilities-in-the-united-states.aspx
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Option 12: Per-mile road user charge
In July 2015, Oregon launched the nation’s first statewide road user charge pilot program. Known as OReGO, the program
provides the option for motorists across the state to pay a 1.5-cent per mile road user charge in lieu of the 30-cent per
gallon state gas tax. If a per-mile fee were widely adopted as a replacement to the state gas tax, transportation revenue
would not be compromised by increases in fuel economy and an increasing market share of high efficiency vehicles. The
per mile road user charge could be adjusted by vehicle weight, class, or size, and can be indexed to inflation.
Adequacy of revenue:

Very
Good

A 1.5 cent per mile rate is designed to largely match the rate the average motorist
currently pays in gas tax. At this fixed rate it would not lead to a significant increase in
transportation revenue, but a higher rate could be a significant source of revenue.

Responsiveness to
inflation:

Poor

At a fixed rate of 1.5 cents per mile, road user charge revenue is equally susceptible to
declining purchasing power as compared to the gas tax. However, as with the gas tax, a
per-mile rate could be established that is indexed with inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Very
Good

The road user charge solves the challenge of lost transportation revenue stemming
from greater fuel efficiency. By replacing the gas tax with a per-mile charge, vehicles
pay equally for use of the road regardless of vehicle type. A road user charge may still
be impacted by economic downturns and global energy costs, both of which impact
vehicle miles traveled.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Very
Good

Revenue from a per-mile road user charge would be constitutionally dedicated to the
State Highway Fund. As vehicles enter the market that use little to no gasoline, the
road user charge more effectively follows the ‘user pays’ principle by charging for use
of the road. This objective is slightly limited by the fact that the road user charge
makes no distinction between vehicle efficiency (impact on air quality), and the
construction and maintenance cost of the road driven (freeways vs. forest roads, etc.)

Administrative cost:

Fair

Because it involves new technology, the future administrative cost of a road user
charge system on a large scale remains somewhat uncertain. ODOT estimates that
operation of the road user charge system will cost about ten percent of revenue raised
once the number of payers reaches 100,000 and under five percent with one million
16
payers.
Implementation of a road user charge could lead to cost savings if the mechanism were to
replace other revenue mechanisms with high administrative costs such as registration
17
fees.

Equity by income group:

Fair

At a fixed rate of 1.5 cents per-mile, drivers of personal occupancy vehicles pay equally
for use of the road regardless of vehicle type. While poorer residents would pay a larger
percent of their income than wealthier residents, and people in rural areas often need
to drive more miles, these costs inequities are already borne by existing gas taxes.
Poorer residents and people in rural areas who drive lower-efficiency vehicles could
actually see cost savings in a scenario where a road user charge replaces state gas
18
taxes.

16

17

Road Usage Charge Pilot Program 2013, ODOT

“Rather than solely replacing fuel taxes, mileage fees could be structured as a general-purpose road-funding mechanism that replaces

most state and local transportation revenue sources currently in use. Beyond increasing the mileage-fee revenue base and thus reducing
the ratio of system costs to gross receipts, this could also reduce or eliminate the administrative costs associated with other revenue
mechanisms, many of which are far less efficient than fuel-tax collection.” RAND Corporation: Mileage-Based User Fees for Transportation
Funding
18
For Further details, see ODOT’s Final Report on Impacts of Road Usage Charges in Rural, Urban, and Mixed Counties
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Option 13: A carbon tax
A carbon tax could help Oregon meet its greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals. Due to the state constitution’s
requirement that any revenue derived from taxes on the use of an automobile go toward roads, a carbon tax applied to
motor fuels would direct substantial resources to the State Highway Fund. Every dollar levied on a ton of carbon would be
19
approximately equivalent to a 1 cent per gallon gas tax increase.
Adequacy of revenue:

Good

Depending on the tax rate set per ton of carbon, a carbon tax could be a major
source of transportation revenue and potentially adequate to replace the
current gas tax.

Responsiveness to
inflation:

Poor

Like the gas tax, a carbon tax would not be responsive to inflation unless
indexed to inflation.

Revenue stability and
predictability:

Fair

As with the gas tax, revenue from a carbon tax would likely decline as vehicles
become more fuel efficient and electric vehicles increase their market share.
However, a carbon tax would have the advantage of pricing emissions from
the electric and natural gas sectors, ensuring that transportation revenue does
not disappear as vehicle fleets change to alternative fuels.

Appropriateness of
dedication:
(‘user pays’ principle)

Very
Good

Similar to the gas tax, a carbon tax would roughly follow the ‘user pays’
principle. Carbon tax levied on gas consumption by vehicles that use public
roads is constitutionally dedicated to the State Highway Fund. Additionally, a
carbon tax would have the advantage of pricing emissions from the electric
and natural gas sectors, ensuring that transportation system users who
purchase alternative fuel vehicles are also contributing to transportation
revenue.

Administrative cost:

Very
Good

A carbon tax could be set up to charge wholesale fuel suppliers, a pool that
would be relatively small. Once implemented, a carbon tax would have low
administrative costs.

Equity by income group:

Poor

Similar to the gas tax, a carbon tax would be regressive. Additionally, the
purchase of fuel efficient vehicles has high upfront costs, meaning the poor
are often most severely impacted by increased fuel prices.

For further details on the economic and emissions impacts of a carbon tax in Oregon, see: “Economic and Emissions Impacts
of a Clean Air Tar or Fee in Oregon,” State of Oregon Legislative Revenue Office, December 2014.
https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/lro/Documents/RR%204-14%20SB%20306%20Clean%20Air.pdf

19

http://www.icbe.com/carbondatabase/priceconverter.asp
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Appendix D: Investing in transportation: Funding applicability matrix
Per-mile road user
charges

Carbon tax (motor
fuel sources)



Bike/ped enhancements
(within roadway system)
Bike/ped enhancements
(outside roadway system)











Transit (capital expenses)













Passenger rail (operations)







Freight intermodal facilities







Freight rail capital enhancements







Marine enhancements







Aviation enhancements







Transit (operations)

Road and bridge
tolling



Statewide payroll
tax

City roads & bridges

Local option
registration fee



Aviation fuel tax



Off-highway fuel
taxes

County roads & bridges

Weight-mile tax



State fuel taxes



Federal transit
funding



Federal highway
funding



State highways: Operations,
maintenance, and preservation
State highways: Bottleneck
enhancements, major projects, etc.

Modal applicability

Carbon tax (nonmotor fuel sources)

Potential revenue sources
Statewide property
tax

Local payroll taxes

Local property tax

Local revenue sources
State lottery funds

State general fund

Licenser and vehicle
registration fees

State revenue sources

Local option gas tax

Federal
sources



*

existing revenue source
potential revenue source
not applicable, or constitutionally restricted

*

*



some restrictions on use of funds
recommended application of potential revenue
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Appendix E: Oregon’s needs: A sense of scale
Finding

Maintenance
and
preservation

Seismic
resiliency

Roadway
bottlenecks

Transit

Bicycle and
pedestrian

Needs
Annual
maint.
Difference
need
Pavement
$110 m
$200 m
-$90 m
Bridge
$70 m
$235 m
-$165 m
Seismic Pres.
$0 m
$70 m
-$70 m
Total
$180 m
$505 m
-$325 m
Seismic PLUS
Total bridge
Landslides/
program phases
cost
rockfalls cost
1
$738 m
$197 m
2
$632 m
$272 m
3
$612 m
$483 m
4
$640 m
$126 m
5
$1,432 m
$0 m
Total
$4,054 m
$1,078 m
Bottleneck
Estimated cost
Interstate Bridge (Oregon share)
$450 m
I-5 Rose Quarter
$400 m
I-5 Salem to Albany
$400 m
I-205 Stafford Abernethy
$350 m
Beltline/Delta
$300 m
U.S. 97 north Bend
$200 m
I-5 truck climbing lanes (x12)
$120 m
Grants Pass South Y
$100 m
OR 217
$100 m
SB Aux lane Wilsonville to OR551
$75 m
Total
$2,495 m

Source

Current
revenue

Special transportation statewide:
o Urban systems. $41
o Rural and small urban: $18.5 m
General public transportation:
o Rural and small urban: $22 m
Public transit facilities: $4.5 m
o Rural and small urban: $4.5 m
Transit vehicle state of good repair:
o Rural and small urban: $22 m


Add 55 miles of bikeways, shoulders and
sidewalks per year: $12 million annually [would
complete state and local system within 36 years]



Improve 50 street crossings per year: $7.5
million annually



Safe Routes to School: $5 million annually would
provide traffic safety education delivered to 100%
of students graduating from elementary schools

Draft Rough Roads Ahead II
report estimates, 2016

Seismic PLUS report, 2014

Estimates provided by
ODOT Highway Division

Investment needs (est.)
$325 million of new revenue
invested each year could
adequately maintain a state of
good repair on bridges and
pavement, and integrate
seismic preservation efforts

$257 million invested each year
could complete the Seismic
PLUS Plan within 20 years,
addressing 718 vulnerable
bridges and 1185 potential
landslide zones

$250 million invested each year
could address 10 of Oregon’s
biggest bottlenecks within 10
years

ODOT Public Transit
Division estimates:
https://visionpanel.files.wo
rdpress.com/2015/10/gtvppublic-transportationconsiderations-outline.pdf

$108 million invested annually
could meet the basic mobility
needs of seniors and people
with disabilities, help close gaps
in service, and better leverage
federal funds

ODOT Active
Transportation Division
estimates provided to
Vision Panel
subcommittee:
https://visionpanel.files.wo
rdpress.com/2015/10/bptpr
_draft_report_outline_dec
2015.pdf

$24.5 million invested annually
could complete 55 miles of new
bikeways, shoulders and
sidewalks each year, complete
50 street crossings each year,
and provide traffic safety
education for all graduating
elementary students
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Appendix F: Vision Panel preliminary findings, January, 2016
In January, 2016, the Transportation Vision Panel released a series of preliminary findings for feedback from
regional and community stakeholders:

Reduce roadway bottlenecks and enhance freight network alternatives
Invest in Bottleneck Elimination: Prioritize increasing capacity and throughput of existing roadway bottlenecks on
corridors of statewide significance.
Invest in Freight Network Alternatives: Invest in enhancing capacity and efficiency of rural highway corridors (e.g.,
US-97, etc.) that create freight network alternatives and reduce congestion on constrained urban highways (e.g., I-5, I205, etc.)

Invest in strategic intermodal freight infrastructure
Intermodal Freight Facilities: Identify and invest in intermodal facilities and freight connectors (e.g., transload
facilities, port drop sites, inland ports, etc.) that reduce highway demand for freight
Develop a State Marine Plan: Integrate and better link Oregon’s ports and marine transportation system through a
system plan and investment plan. This plan could better tie the marine system with the Freight Plan and other
transportation modal plans, help determine statewide funding priorities that impact the marine system (e.g., road, rail,
and waterway system improvements), address marine land use issues, and help organize shipper alternatives (e.g.,
barging of containers along the Columbia River, etc.)
Create a Permanent Freight Multimodal Fund: Create a permanent freight multimodal fund (similar to
ConnectOregon) that helps coordinate and support strategic investments in non-highway transportation assets.

Invest in transit service improvements targeting road congestion and system gaps
State and Local Transit Investments: Invest in transit as a tool to relieve freight and roadway congestion (particularly
in urban areas) and begin to close statewide gaps in service. Investment can be achieved by additional state funding
dedicated to transit operations and by providing additional tools for local districts to raise funds. Investments should
aim to maximize potential for federal matching funds, as well as reliability and efficiency of transit service.

Invest in bicycle and pedestrian improvements targeting safety, system gaps, and road
congestion
Bicycle and Pedestrian Investment: Reduce roadway demand through bicycle and pedestrian system improvements,
and to the extent possible, separate bicycle and vehicular traffic on high speed facilities. Complete ‘critical
connections’ in bikeways, shoulders, and sidewalks aimed at improving safety and closing system gaps.

Invest in seismic resiliency
Invest in Seismic Resiliency: Develop and secure a transportation funding package that includes an adequate,
sustainable, and long-term revenue stream dedicated to seismic retrofitting and transportation system resiliency.
Seismic investments should be integrated with roadway maintenance and bridge preservation efforts. In addition,
undertake the following actions:
Update the Seismic Plus Program: Ensure integration of planning efforts with California and Washington, and
identify immediate investment needs for high-priority transportation assets, including I-5 corridor improvements.
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Non-Highway Inventory Assessments: Charge state agencies and special districts with performing thorough
inventories and assessments of the seismic vulnerabilities and strengths for non-highway assets (e.g., aviation,
marine, and rail).
Local Seismic Needs Assessments: Charge appropriate local agencies and jurisdictions with developing
community-based needs assessments that consider transportation vulnerabilities and priorities. Ensure adequate
resources are dedicated to performing these assessments.

Make Oregon a transportation innovation ‘hub’
Expand Innovation Partnerships: Establish partnerships with companies and other states with the objective of
making Oregon a key testbed for the development and deployment of innovative transportation technologies (e.g.,
Connected and Automated Vehicle (CAV), Electric Vehicle (EV) technology and trucking innovations).
Appoint a Transportation Innovation Officer: Consider appointing a “Transportation Innovation Officer” within the
Governor’s Office to drive interagency coordination in support of transportation innovation.

Increase the flexibility of K-12 student transportation services across the state
Support Local Flexibility of Student Transportation Revenue: Redefine student transportation to ensure that
communities are meeting the changing needs of students across the state. Increase flexibility and improve efficiency
in how school districts are able to spent transportation revenue (e.g., transit district partnerships, safe routes to schools
programs, etc.).

Facilitate jurisdictional transfers
Enact a Jurisdictional Transfer Pilot Program: Transfer control of urban state highways to appropriate cities and
counties, and county and city roads to state jurisdiction where state and local system benefits can be identified.

In addition to the Preliminary Findings identified by the Vision Panel, each of the panel subcommittees
released a summary of their findings. These subcommittee findings can be found here:
https://visionpanel.wordpress.com/preliminary-findings/
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Appendix G: Regional forum summaries
Between January and March of 2016, the Vision Panel held a series of eleven Regional Forums across the state.
These forums provided an opportunity to ask community members what is important for their region’s
transportation connections to the rest of the state, how the transportation system impacts local economies,
and to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each region’s transportation system.
Full summaries of these 11 meetings can be found here:
https://visionpanel.wordpress.com/regional-forum-summaries/
As part of these regional forums, meeting participants were provided a list of the Vision Panel’s preliminary
findings (see Appendix E) and asked to identify their top areas of concern or interest. The following provides a
snapshot of participant responses by region:*

*

Participant responses do not necessarily reflect investment priorities, but rather, areas of concern or interest
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The following provides a summary of cumulative participant responses from all 11 Regional Forums:*

*

Participant responses do not necessarily reflect investment priorities, but rather, areas of concern or interest
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Appendix H:
Letters of comment on Vision Panel preliminary findings
Several organizations and agencies submitted letters of comment to the Vision Panel responding to the Panel and
Subcommittee preliminary findings. These letters of comment can be found here:
https://visionpanel.wordpress.com/comment-letters-on-preliminary-findings/
Letter
#

Date
Submitted

Organization Commenting

Subject/Area of Focus

1

The Willamette Falls Locks Working Group

Freight/River Transportation

2

Transportation for Oregon’s Future Coalition

Transportation Innovation

3/2/2016

3

Transportation for Oregon’s Future Coalition

Transportation Finance

3/3/2016

4

Transportation for Oregon’s Future Coalition

Roadways and Bridges

3/9/2016

5

Transportation for Oregon’s Future Coalition

Bike, Ped, Transit, Rail

3/14/2016

6

Portland Commissioner, Steve Novick

General

3/14/2016

7

Central Lane MPO

General

3/16/2016

8

Lane Area Commission on Transportation

General

3/17/2016

9

Clackamas County Board of Commissioners

General

3/22/2016

10

JPACT/Metro

General

3/24/2016

11

Safe Routes to School National Partnership

General

3/25/2016

12

Travel Oregon

Transportation Options

3/30/2016
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